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Tuesday Tips

January 14, 2014

Technology News
from NJSP
• Making Apps Work
• Redeeming App Key Codes
• Simple iPad Tips
• Free Weather Apps

Technology in action
Making Apps Work

Redeeming App

Pandora apps work on your
iPad, the NJSP network needs
to know who is trying to
access those sites.
To

button.

Key Codes

To make your Pinterest or

It’s easy to redeem your app key
codes at your iPad App Store.
Just

follow

these

simple

instructions.

authenticate,

go

to

Pinterest or Pandora in Safari.

1. Open your App Store app.

You will encounter the blue

2. On the bottom of the screen

override page.

touch the “Featured” button.

Enter your

The middle one is the “redeem”

4. Tap the “Redeem” button.
5. Tap the line that says “You can
also enter your code manually.”

laptop login and password. Be

6. When the keyboard pops up,

sure to change local user to

double tap the Shift arrow to put

ODM on the pull-down menu.

on the caps lock.

This

will

open

Pinterest,

7. Type in the key code.

Pandora or any other blocked

3. Swipe the screen up to move

site. Quit Safari and try your

to the bottom of the featured

You will receive a message that

app.

apps. At the bottom, you will

says

see three buttons.

successfully redeemed.

Now

that

you’ve

authenticated, it should work!

the

code

has

been
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Simple iPad Tips
Creating Folders: You can create
folders that allow you to easily organize
your iPad and separate apps into
different categories. The neat part is
the iPad will create a default folder
name that is often a pretty good
description of the apps it contains. To

Free Weather Apps

create a folder, simply hold your finger
down on an app's icon until all of the
apps begin to shake. Next, just drag it

Free Digital
Temperature

on top of another app; the iPad will
create a folder containing the apps. To
add more apps to the folder, simply
drag them over and drop them on the
newly-created folder.

not have unlimited space. Some of the
games that are downloaded take up a
great deal of room; retaining all your
photos can also take up space. When
you decide that you no longer want a

Know the temperature wherever
you are by looking at this quick and
Free

Digital

Temperature

determines the temperature via
GPS.

Celsius and Fahrenheit

supported, you can refresh at any
time for the latest data.

certain app on your iPad, email Mrs.

Temperature

Akers for an appointment to clear those

Convert

unwanted apps. You can store your
photos in your limited iCloud space,
sync your photos to your laptop, or
your

photos

negative point, so you can convert

simple digital temperature app.

Clearing Space: Your iPad does

email

Also included is a decimal and

to

yourself.

Ultimately, the best place to store
photos is on a separate drive. Keep an
eye on how much space is being used!

Temperature

Convert
temperatures

(below 0) temperatures.

WGN TV Chicago
Weather Center
When in doubt, Chicago turns to
WGN-TV chief meteorologist Tom
Skilling and his team to understand
the weather. With the Chicago
Weather Center app, you will have
the latest forecasts and reports on

is

a

powerful yet simple tool for
converting

decimal temperatures and negative

from

current conditions from Chicago's
superman of meteorology with you
wherever you go.

fahrenheit to celsius or celsius to

This app contains many color maps

fahrenheit. It also has support for

and features like the highly accurate

Kelvin so you can convert kelvin to

ten-day forecasts with daily and

celsius or fahrenheit or vise-versa.

hourly detail.

